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Introduction
DVDTube is a site many perverts have been waiting for from the very first time they heard a rumor it
was being built. The site is truly massive, featuring over 4,000 complete DvDs with 3 more new ones
added every day 7 days a week! That means monthly members are paying less than 1 penny per DVD
for this mammoth collection of smut!

Adult Review
Few adult websites actually generate a buzz within the sex industry prior to launch the way that DVDTube has. The site went
live recently and shocked even the most jaded critics with a catalog of over 4,000 complete DVDs and no DRM encoding.
That means you can sign up and download as many discs as you like... and all of that great content is yours to keep until you
delete... or forever if you want to set aside hard drive space for it.
  
  The interface of DvDTube is simple to use and allows you to search the gigantic DVD collection with just a few clicks. You
can search by genre, by studio, by performer or even do keyword searches with their premium engine. Within less than thirty
seconds after joining you will have a screen full of the kind of porn movies you wanted to see.
  
  Every update allows you to view the movie online one scene at a time in a variety of speeds. The site offers lower speed
streaming so dialup viewers have nothing to fear and it offers ultra streams that will keep even fiber optic point to point
connected broadband users totally maxed out on their download capacity as well. 
  
  Streaming unfortunately uses the older windows media based technology but there is word that Flash streaming versions of
files are in the pipeline down the road.
  
  One drawback to DvDTube is that while you can watch individual scenes online, you can only download entire DvDs. So if
you find a disc that has one scene you like and three that aren't catching your cock's attention, you can either watch the one
you like online streaming or you can download the whole movie and waste some space saving the clips you were not looking
for as well.
  
  With low speed downloads that's no big deal, but downloading full movies on Ultra 512x384 resolution can require over
1GB of hard drive space per download. The producers have told The Tongue that they intend to allow scene by scene
downloads in the near future and we will keep all of you TasteBuds updated on their progress.
  
  DvDTube does not provide any picture sets. Each movie comes with some screenshots of each scene as well as the box
cover images from the font and back of the box - but honestly... with 1,000s of hours of video to watch, members would not
be spending time on still frame pictures anyway.
  
  DvD Tube also does not provide any text descriptions of the action beyond what was printed on the original DVD box. So,
you may want to stream parts of a scene or two to see if it's what your dick wants to watch before you download the disc after
scrolling through a couple screencaps.
  
  Overall this is an excellent site. It flat out replaces your need to ever go to a video store again. For a brand new site like
DvDTube to launch with 4,000+ DvDs is amazing. It won't satisfy those seeking rare and exclusive content and there are
some things that can be brushed-up in version 2.0 but even at the asking price of $39.73 per month this site is still probably
the cheapest per scene porn portal that you will ever find.

Porn Summary
DvDTube is so big that your dick will be whistling as it walks down the virtual aisles of its new favorite video store. Stop
rushing in and out of your local video shack and take your time on DvDTube instead... where you are always sure to find
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something worth watching.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Is DVDTube perfect? No. Is it close.... hell yeah it is!'
Quality: 88  Updates: 100 Exclusive: 80 Interface: 92
Support: 90 Unique: 93    Taste: 94        Final: 92

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
Hardcore, Massive, PornStars, Straight

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $39.73 Preview: 3 Days for $4.87 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Daily Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: None Videos: 20,000
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